COMMERCIAL GAS ENGINEER
Salary:
Up to £45k with overtime and full travel
Location: Leeds and Bradford, Yorkshire.
Job Type: Permanent
Start Date: ASAP
Duration: Permanent
Reference: 310576-SAYES032021
We are looking to recruit a Commercial Gas Engineer to join a well-established and highly regarded
company based in Leeds working across the Yorkshire regions.
Sayes was established in 1931 and has a team of highly experienced and dedicated engineers who are
directly employed and specialise in the repair and planned maintenance of all types of systems within
the Commercial and Industrial sectors
The successful candidate will be responsible for providing service, maintenance, breakdown and repair
work across our existing contracts. The vast majority of our work will consist of commercial system
however there is also an element of domestic works across smaller commercial sites.
We are looking for a candidate who is highly motivated, can work under their own initiative or as part of
a team and has a focus for delivering excellent customer service.
The position includes a company sign written van with fuel card, full branded uniform and PDA. Plus all
required power tools and equipment to fulfill the role. An on-going training and development
programme will also be provided.
Hours of work are 40 hours per week Monday to Friday with overtime as and when required. You will
also be required to participate on the existing out of hours call out rota.
Hourly rate (based on experience) paid weekly with attractive employment benefits.
As a minimum for the role:
> ACS Commercial and Domestic Gas qualifications (CCN1, CENWAT1, HTR1, COCN1, CoDNCO1, TPCP1,
CIGA1, CORT1, ICPN1)
> Full UK driving licence
> Good experience of service, maintenance, breakdown and repair work on commercial gas systems as
well as good experience of plumbing and pipework skills
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Desirable but not essential:
> OFTEC Oil qualifications
> Gas catering and / or LPG qualifications
> Unvented and WRAS qualifications
> Basic Electrical qualifications
> PASMA, IPAF certification
> NVQ or C&G
For more information please confirm your interest along with your up to date CV to,
steve.tatler@sayesltd.com
This vacancy is being advertised by Sayes Service Limited. The services advertised by Sayes Service
Limited are those of an Employment Business.
We are an equal opportunities employer
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